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Featuring traditions, records, and lore, this lively, detailed book explores the personalities,

events, and facts every Minnesota Wild fan should know. Whether you greeted the team at its

inception or whether you're a more recent supporter of Zach Parise and Ryan Suter, these are

the 100 things every fan needs to know and do in their lifetime. Team reporter Dan Myers has

collected every essential piece of Wild knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and

ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you

progress on your way to fan superstardom.

About the AuthorDan Myers is a team reporter for the Minnesota Wild. He has covered the Wild

for over a decade, and his work has also appeared on 1500ESPN.com, where he was an

analyst and columnist. Andrew Brunette played left wing for the Minnesota Wild and later

served as Assistant General Manager following his retirement. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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To my dad…thanks for bringing me to my first hockey game, a spark that ignited a passion that

burns today and for every day forward.
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Foreword by Andrew BrunetteI remember the night I fell in love with Minnesota.I was playing

for the Atlanta Thrashers at the time. It was late in the day on New Year’s Day in 2001, and we

had just lost to the Washington Capitals. We hopped on our team plane and headed west,

where we were set to play the Wild a couple of days later.Take a look out the window the next

time you’re descending into Minneapolis–St. Paul International Airport and you’ll see exactly

what I saw that night, a sight that made me believe this was a place I could one day envision

myself playing hockey.After spending my career playing in warmer climates like Nashville and

Atlanta, what I saw that night will stick with me forever. A minute or two from landing, I looked

out my window and saw what seemed like a scene out of a snow globe.As far as I could see,

there were frozen lakes and ponds and backyard rinks with floodlights lighting the night. Every

sheet of ice had what seemed like 20 kids on it. As a kid from northern Ontario, it was a scene

not unlike the ones I grew up with back in Sudbury.A few minutes later, we got off the plane

and walked down the steps. A light snow was falling.In that moment, I remember thinking: this

feels like home.I didn’t know it at the time, but my future was destined to bring me back here,

first as a player (twice), then as a coach and an executive. In the months and years that

followed, Minnesota no longer felt like home…it became home.It didn’t take me long to realize

just how special this place truly is.The day after we landed, we had some downtime in St. Paul.

I went and grabbed a coffee, and people in the shop were talking about the Gophers. At dinner

that night, folks at the next table were excited for the Wild game the following night and talking

about high school hockey.Hockey was everywhere.Two nights later, I prepared to step on the

Xcel Energy Center ice for the first time with expectations rather low. It was two days after New

Year’s, two expansion teams were getting ready to play a weeknight game, and undoubtedly

there were other things going on that would take people away from the rink.As we came out of

the tunnel that night, I was blown away. The arena was packed, the energy was palpable, and

you could feel the passion Wild fans had for their team and for this sport.The following summer,

I became an unrestricted free agent. I had spent six years in the NHL with three different

teams. Unsure of how long I’d be in the league, I thought about the opportunity to join a team

that could make a championship run. I thought about the potential of playing back in my home

country of Canada. I thought about a lot of different things.Then the Wild called, and I got to

thinking about that New Year’s night that would forever change my life. And in that moment,

everything became clear.I signed on in Minnesota and had some of the best seasons of my

career. When the lockout canceled the 2004–05 season, I chose to stick around and take in as



much of the hockey culture of the state as I could. I helped Larry Hendrickson coach a high

school team. I broadcasted state tournament games.I wanted to do everything I could to

immerse myself in the Minnesota hockey community.Following the lockout, I played three years

in Colorado before once again having the chance to sign with the Wild.It was a no-brainer. This

was home.When my playing career ended, I was lucky enough to stick around, working two

seasons behind the bench as an assistant coach before transitioning to a front-office role that

allowed me the chance to continue shaping the future of pro hockey in this incredible

market.Even though the ultimate goal of a Stanley Cup was not achieved, I do not regret a

second of my time here.—Andrew BrunetteFormer Wild left wingFormer Wild assistant general

manager

1. Becoming the WildWhen the National Hockey League decided to return to Minnesota in

1997, the city and the franchise had three years before it would ever see the ice.Perhaps the

most important piece of business to figure out during that time was what it would do about its

nickname.It had been four years since the North Stars left for Dallas, Texas, and though that

franchise had dropped the “North” and became simply the “Stars” upon its arrival in the Lone

Star State, many in Minnesota wanted the new franchise to harken back to its roots and secure

its legendary old “N” logo. “People wanted that. [But] Dallas owned the rights to the name

‘Stars’ and all their history at that point, and people didn’t really understand that,” said Bill

Robertson, the Wild’s first vice president of communications and broadcasting. “They weren’t

going to relinquish it, so it couldn’t happen. But there was an outpour of people who wanted

that.”Owner Bob Naegele thought it was possible for a new NHL team in Minnesota to try and

connect with its roots, but at the same time, start with a blank slate. So he had Jac Sperling, a

minority owner and the team’s vice chairman, go about finding one.The team solicited fans for

ideas on what they wanted to see, asking them to write letters with suggestions for a new

nickname. Sperling took the job very seriously, according to Robertson. There was rarely a

letter Sperling didn’t open himself.Eventually, the organization and its marketing firm narrowed

down the list to six potential team names: the Wild, the Freeze, the Northern Lights, the Blue

Ox, the Voyageurs, and the White Bears.All six names had strong ties to Minnesota’s famously

chilly climate, and some had intriguing branding possibilities. But in the end, “Wild” was the one

chosen.Years later, the NHL took control of team names for franchises that relocated, including

the North Stars, Nordiques, and the first reincarnation of the Winnipeg Jets, who moved to

Phoenix in 1995. When the Atlanta Thrashers were purchased by True North Sports and

Entertainment in 2011 and moved to Winnipeg, the Jets was the overwhelming favorite among

fans as the choice for the team’s new nickname.It’s likely Naegele and his group would have

faced similar pressure from local fans had that option been available to them in the late 1990s.

“I think it would have been considered heavily,” Robertson said. “But I think there is another

current of thought that we wanted to be something different than that. We don’t want to have to

be the exact same. The Cleveland Browns became the Cleveland Browns again, kind of in the

same vein. But there was a thought of, ‘It would be kind of cool to have that nostalgic piece and

carry it on,’ and others thought it might not be, it might be good to create our own identity.”

2. Building from the BackAs Wild general manager Doug Risebrough entered the expansion

draft process in 2000, he had one clear objective in mind: find a way to build his new team with

speed and build it from the back forward. “The player pool was not nearly as good as the one

Vegas had [in 2017],” Risebrough said, “which is just the way it should be. They spent a lot of

money to get an expansion team; they deserved to get the players they got.”Once it became



clear the Wild would select third in the 2000 Entry Draft, guaranteeing it would have the option

to pick one of goaltender Rick DiPietro or forwards Dany Heatley and Marian Gaborik,

Risebrough wanted the focus to be on his blue line in the expansion draft.The Wild had already

worked out a deal for goaltender Manny Fernandez, a player Risebrough was comfortable

hailing as a top goaltender. Minnesota wanted to find someone to push Fernandez in the

crease and players that could help keep his crease clean in front of him. “We knew we had one

good goalie, and we were looking to get another good goalie,” Risebrough said. “We really tried

to focus on defensemen.”Because of the rules of the draft, wherein each existing franchise

(minus Nashville and Atlanta) could only lose one defenseman and one goaltender in total,

Minnesota and Columbus each focused on those areas early.Minnesota had won the coin flip

between the clubs and chose to pick higher in the entry draft, which meant Columbus selected

first in the expansion draft. With that pick, the Blue Jackets chose goaltender Rick

Tabaracci.The Wild countered with two goaltenders of their own, Jamie McLennan and Mike

Vernon, who would be traded to Calgary for forward Dan Cavanaugh and an eighth-round pick

in the 2001 NHL Draft.Columbus countered with two more goaltenders and two familiar names

to Wild fans: Frederic Chabot, who would later go on to become the club’s goaltending

development coach, and Dwayne Roloson, who never played for the Blue Jackets and signed

with the St. Louis Blues’ minor league affiliate instead. Roloson would eventually sign with the

Wild as a free agent the following summer and play parts of four seasons with the club.The

Wild finished up the run of goaltenders by selecting Chris Terreri, who it shipped back to New

Jersey (the team from which he was plucked) along with a draft pick for defenseman Brad

Bombardir.But Bomber wasn’t the first defenseman the Wild would end up with that day that

made a difference.The first non-goalie picked in the expansion draft was defenseman Sean

O’Donnell, who played 63 games with Minnesota during its first season. It also picked Curtis

Leschyshyn, who played in 54 contests. “[O’Donnell] was perfect for us because he was a big,

strong even-tempered guy who had a physical presence,” Risebrough said. “And he was proud

of being the top defenseman with a lot of young guys. I remember thinking O’Donnell would be

our guy, and if we could get him, that would be a good start.”Those two were the best known of

its chosen blue liners at the time, but they didn’t have the longest tenures with the club.Ladislav

Benysek spent parts of three years with the organization, playing in 145 games during the first

two years of the Wild. With the 15th pick of the expansion draft, Minnesota selected little-known

Filip Kuba from the Calgary Flames. “All unknowns. Nobody knew about Filip Kuba, nobody

knew about Benysek,” Risebrough said. “I often stuck to the idea of really wanting mobility, and

both of those guys came on because of their mobility. Give them credit; they put in the work to

become the players [they eventually became]. But the day they were drafted, not a lot of people

knew them, and quite frankly, we didn’t know them that well either.”Kuba, who had just 18

games of NHL experience in two prior seasons, would go on to play five seasons for Minnesota

and make an NHL All-Star team in 2004. He still ranks as one of the best defensemen in team

history, having scored 33 goals and 132 points in 357 games with the Wild. He finished his

NHL career in 2013 having skated in 836 games in the league.Minnesota hit on some of its

forward picks later in the draft as well.Scott Pellerin was plucked from the St. Louis Blues and

scored 11 goals in his only season with the club. Jim Dowd played four seasons with the Wild

after being selected 30th overall. With the 43rd pick, Minnesota chose Richfield, Minnesota,

native Darby Hendrickson, who would go on to play four seasons with his hometown team and

score the first goal in the first home game in franchise history.

3. RiserMost any former Montreal Canadien boasts a Stanley Cup ring or two and a lofty



winning percentage as a player. Doug Risebrough is no different.In just his second season in

the NHL in 1976, Risebrough was a part of a Stanley Cup winning team with the Canadiens,

one that would go on to win four consecutive Cups before the end of the decade.After a trade

to the Calgary Flames in 1982, Risebrough became a respected captain and one who brought

the Flames to the Stanley Cup Finals in 1986, only to lose to his old organization, the

Canadiens.Upon retiring, Risebrough moved behind the bench in Calgary, where he won the

Stanley Cup in 1989 as an assistant coach. He moved into management the following year,

serving as assistant general manager for one season and head coach for a year and a half

while also becoming just the second GM in Calgary’s history.Risebrough maintained his GM

spot in Calgary until November of 1995, then became vice president of hockey operations

down the road with the Edmonton Oilers, a role he served in until 1999.When the Minnesota

Wild called about hiring him as its first-ever GM, Risebrough was indifferent. Edmonton had

made the playoffs all three seasons he was with the organization, and he wasn’t necessarily

looking to move on.Glen Sather, the GM of the Oilers at the time, got a call from the Wild

asking for permission to speak to Risebrough, but Sather wouldn’t sign off on it until after

arbitration hearings were held in August. At that point, the Wild were only one year away from

hitting the ice for its first training camp; Columbus, which entered the same year as Minnesota,

had hired its GM months earlier in the process.Risebrough was fine with holding off, though. “I

wasn’t really thinking of leaving, I liked the job I was doing,” Risebrough said. “Then sure

enough, I got a call from Jac Sperling, I met with him twice, I met with Bob [Naegele] once, and

things went fast. The more I was there [in Minnesota], the more I realized I was ready to leave

[Edmonton] too. You don’t think about leaving until there is an opportunity, and I’ve always been

a guy to do the job that’s just in front of me, not architect where I’m gonna be. But when this

opportunity was there, I thought it would be a good fit.”On September 2, 1999, Risebrough was

named the Wild’s first general manager. It was a unique opportunity for him to start completely

from scratch and build a franchise from the ground up. “What people see are the players, and

everybody is getting a chance where maybe they didn’t get a chance before,” Risebrough said.

“But the whole staff is like that, the whole operation. The energy level behind an expansion

team is just phenomenal. It’s everywhere, everyone is having a good day all the time.”In

searching for his first head coach, his list began and ended with one name: former Montreal

teammate Jacques Lemaire.An eight-time Stanley Cup champion as a player, twice more as an

assistant GM with the Canadiens, and once more as head coach of the New Jersey Devils in

1995, Lemaire brought with him a resumé boasting one main trait: “He’s a winner,” Risebrough

said.Building a winning tradition was Risebrough’s primary objective when he set about laying

the foundation of the franchise. But how does one do that when you’re building from scratch?In

Risebrough’s eyes, it was about bringing in as many people with that shared background as

possible. “I got winners there,” Risebrough said. “[Former assistant coach] Mike Ramsey is a

winner. Jacques is a winner. [Former assistant coach] Mario [Tremblay] was a winner. Darby

Hendrickson is a winner. [Andrew] Brunette is a winner. [Sean] O’Donnell was a winner. I

always say, I stole tradition and stole winning from a lot of different places.”Risebrough found

building an expansion team to be far more gratifying than he thought the experience would be,

mostly because he was able to retrain his mind to find a new comfort zone. “As an experienced

GM, you always fear the unknown: this player is going to leave, and there is nothing you can do

about it, or this coach is gonna retire; what are you gonna do about it? It drives you crazy,”

Risebrough said. “The biggest thing I learned in Minnesota as an expansion general manager

was: it’s all unknown. If you don’t embrace unknown, you’re not going to have fun, and it was

way better than I thought.”



4. The Minnesota Jets?Had the original Winnipeg Jets secured their first choice of relocation,

the Wild may not exist today.Following the 1994–95 season, things were especially bleak for

the Jets. Rising operating costs and bloated player salaries made things especially tough for

the NHL’s Canadian franchises. It was especially tough for Winnipeg, which was the league’s

smallest city after the Quebec Nordiques relocated to Denver in 1995 and became the

Avalanche.The Canadian dollar was also struggling and only worth around 70 cents American.

The lockout during the 1994–95 season made things worse, costing the Jets and every other

team half its home gate revenue.Its home at the time, Winnipeg Arena, was nearly 40 years

old. And despite the fact that local fans routinely packed the old barn, it held just 12,500 fans,

2,000 below the NHL average.The Jets were nearly saved at the last moment by a group of

Winnipeg businessmen, who had agreed to buy the franchise and build it a new arena. But

when the deal fell through in April of 1995, the writing was on the wall.The following month,

Jets owner Barry Shenkarow agreed to sell the club for $68 million to a group led by

Minneapolis businessman Richard Burke, who along with Steven Gluckstern, planned to move

the team 300 miles southeast.The Twin Cities had been without professional hockey for two

seasons after the Minnesota North Stars bolted for Dallas. In the meantime, the Metropolitan

Sports Center, the Bloomington home of the North Stars during their existence in Minnesota,

had been demolished to make way for the Mall of America.Burke was prepared to move the

Jets to downtown Minneapolis and the five-year-old Target Center, home of the NBA’s

Minnesota Timberwolves. But state assistance was needed, in the form of $20 million from the

state legislature.Minnesota’s politicians were prepared to talk with Burke in an effort to bring

professional hockey back to Minnesota, but according to former Minnesota governor Arne

Carlson, it was a one-way street. “Burke was extraordinarily difficult to work with. It was a

constant refusal to examine his financials,” said Carlson, a two-term Republican from

Minneapolis who led the state from 1991–99. “We wanted to know who we were doing

business with financially. And if we couldn’t get the financials, we weren’t going to do any kind

of a deal. He was extremely silent, and I’m not sure whether the relationship just fizzled, or

whether we just severed it. But either way, we were not going forward.”When Minnesota’s

politicians failed to provide the subsidy, the deal fell through once again allowing the people of

Manitoba the chance to save its team. A grassroots campaign raised millions of dollars, and

the once bleak future of the Jets in Winnipeg appeared to be on solid ground again.But in

August with tens of thousands of people in the streets of downtown Winnipeg, fans were told

their efforts had come up short. The 1995–96 season would be its final campaign in southern

Manitoba, as the team was indeed being sold to Burke and Gluckstern—this time with the

intent of moving the team to Phoenix. In December, the agreement was finalized and hockey in

the desert became official: the Phoenix Coyotes were born.Two years later, the NHL

announced Minnesota would receive an expansion franchise, thanks to a joint effort between

the state of Minnesota, the city of St. Paul, and businessman Bob Naegele.The experience this

time around couldn’t have been more different. “I don’t think the process itself, at least the

process of getting a team, I don’t think it ever stopped [after the potential move of the Jets fell

through]. I don’t recall how many different leads we had, but there were several,” Carlson said.

“Obviously, the one that ultimately panned out was when Bob Naegele stepped forth, and he

was a perfect delight to work with.”
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Sue, “Great gift for your favorite Wild Fan!. This was a Christmas gift for Mom(85 years old) she

is a huge Wild fan and loves the stories in it. A good reference when looking for team history.

Family conversation starter....remember when we saw...”

The book by Dan Myers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 21 people have provided feedback.
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